
COMPANY OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE BUSINESS PLAN

Free business plan tutorial provides expert advice, tools for budding There are basically three types or forms of business
ownership structures for new small businesses: The advantages of a corporation include limited liability -- an owner.

Your goal is to maximize the flexibility of the ownership structure by considering the unique needs of the
business as well as the personal needs of the owner or owners. Business debts and other liabilities can't be
squeezed out of your personal assets. LLCs provides limited liability and are taxed as a partnership or sole
proprietorship depending on the number of members. Members get a percentage of ownership. We do not
want to compete for buyers who go to chain stores or buy from mail-order outlets, but we definitely want to be
able to sell individual systems to the smart home office buyers who want a reliable, full-service vendor. And
now for the downsides: No stock. Flexible management. Margins are squeezed as they compete against chains,
in a competition based on price more than on service and support. LLCs aren't ideal if you want to give fringe
benefits to yourself or employees. We cannot build the service and support revenue into the price of products.
Banks and other financing sources are reluctant to make business loans to sole proprietorships. Flexible
distribution. In the narrative you detail the responsibilities of each person. Caution: If you personally
guarantee a debt, you've forfeited your "limited liability. We say that our target market has 10 to 50
employees, and requires five to 20 connect workstations in a local area network, however, the definition is
flexible. Other local computer stores: Store 4 and Store 5 are both in the downtown area. The market can't bear
the higher prices, and the buyer feels ill-used when they see the same product priced lower at the chains.
Secretary of State and Commerce Web Sites Find the information you need to choose your business structure
at the following state websites:. Business plans are about the future, and how your business is going to
succeed. Legal liability. While it's not an impossible burden, there's more paperwork than if you're a sole
proprietor.


